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You drop your line in the lake and wait quietly. Soon you feel a tug. Do you have what it takes to

reel in your big catch? Now is your chance to learn what you need to know about freshwater fishing

history, gear, techniques, safety, and more.
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My husband is an avid fisherman and we wanted something basic for a young 5 year old nephew

who is a beginner, This has all the right information. I would purchase others in this series

A great book with a lot of great information. It is small and lightweight enough to carry with them.

Our 8 year old grandson would enjoy it but it is better for a child a little older in most cases.

great book, got it for my grandson with down syndrome. the pics are fantastic, easy for kids to hold

and they can look at it again and again and again. Bright colors, GREAT LITTLE BOOK

Bought this as a gift for a 6 year old newbie angler. While he seemed to like it I was puzzled by the

question how the publisher of this book defines "kid" and how they approach that target audience. I

rather felt that for the younger readers this book uses age inappropriate language, introduces



technical terms that are only poorly explained, and on the other hand it doesn't provide enough

meaningful substance for an older reader. Further, this booklet appears very colorful and "visual"

when you simply flip through the pages. However, when actually reading the book it turns out that

the pictures are more or less purely decorative but don't really help explain the subject (e.g. page

11: "Most freshwater fishing is done with rods that go with baitcasting, spincasting, and spinning

reels" Since these terms are not further explained to the juniors, why aren't there some meaningful

pictures/illustrations? Instead an entire page is wasted to show a hand holding a spinning reel and

rod. So how is this different from the others? How do any of them work?)

Really great small book for a beginner child fisherman! My son is six and it was perfect. Has

information about different fish, lures, conditions, rods, etc. Highly recommend. It's not a long book,

it's actually smaller than I expected but great condensed info.

I purchased this for our 5 year old grandson that has recently started fishing. He was so excited to

receive this book! There are not many fishing books out there for young kids that are not 'story

books'. This was a great find!

I gave this to my great nephews for Easter. It is well written and explains the basics of fishing. They

keep the book in their tackle boxes.

Bought for grandkids who were resistant to learning to read. They'd rather be fishing or hunting!
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